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Real Time Detection and Recognition of License Plate in Bengali
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1Department of CSE, BUET, Dhaka, Bangladesh
2Department of CSE, East West University, Dhaka, Bangladesh

Abstract

Automatic license plate detection and recognition has numerous applications. A large number of schemes
have already been proposed in order to make the detection and recognition process efficient. However, a
very little work has been done on Bengali license plate recognition. Wide variation among the license plate
patterns, complex background, and the difficulty in segmenting Bengali characters of Bangladeshi license
plates make it inefficient to use the existing algorithms. In this paper, we propose a solution for Bengali
license plate detection and recognition. We use three stages of conventional license plate recognition system.
However, we propose new algorithm in each stage, which are effective for Bengali license plate detection and
recognition. We tested our algorithms for over 250 images taken from the road. We achieve over 95% success
in Bengali license plate recognition.

1 Introduction

Automated License Plate Recognition (ALPR) is one of the important module of Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS). Research works [1] and [2] have listed many applications of ALPR, such as electronic payment
systems (toll payment or parking), free-way and aerial management for traffic surveillance, recovering stolen
cars, identifying cars with an open warrant for arrest, catching speeders by comparing the average time it takes
to get from one stationary camera to another stationary camera, determining what cars do or do not belong to
a parking garage, expediting parking by eliminating the need for human confirmation of parking passes etc.

Most of the ALPR systems use three stages of processing [1]. In the first stage, the location of the license plate
is determined from the input image. The input may be a video sequence or a still image. These image may be a
binary, a grey scale, or a color image. Therefore, either binary or grey scale or color image processing technique
is used in this stage. Morphological analysis [6], vertical and horizontal edge detection [16] [7], connected
component analysis [17], spatial measurement [17], etc. are the most widely used binary image processing
techniques. Image transformation [19], region segmentation [20], [3], hierarchical representations [18], etc. are
widely used grey scale image processing techniques. Research works [11] and [12] used color image processing.
Fuzzy set theory was used in research works [22] and [21].

In the second stage, the characters inside the license plate region are segmented. Binary and grey scale image
processing techniques are mainly used to segment the characters. In the binary image processing techniques,
several methods such as horizontal and vertical projection [24] [23] [11], mathematical morphology [25] [24],
and contours [26] are used. Methods like local and adaptive threshold [28] [27], histogram processing [30]
[29], classifiers [31] [32] etc. are the most commonly used grey scale image processing techniques to segment
the characters.

The third and the last stage in license plate detection and recognition system is the character recognition
stage. Different types of neural networks, such as Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [35], Support Vector Machine
(SVM) [18], and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [36] [22] [30] are used to classify the characters. Other than
neural networks, pattern or template matching techniques [34] [33] are also used to recognize the characters.

Although a large number of research works have already been conducted on automatic license plate detection
and recognition system, a generalized system is still missing [3]. Most of the existing systems perform well under
some specific constraints. These constraints are certain distance from the camera [6] [7], speed of the vehicle
[8], illumination conditions [9] [10], color of the vehicle [11] [12], camera positions [13] etc. Moreover, these
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Figure 1: Sample license plate of USA, Brazil, England, and India (top to bottom to the left), and Some Bengali
license plates (right)

algorithms fail across the border of two countries because license plate pattern varies among the countries [1]
[14] [15]. License plates from different countries in Figure 1 (Left) clearly show that they are very much different
from one country to another country. For this reason, it is not effective to use an ALPR system developed in
one country to another country without adaptation.

There are some unique characteristics of Bangladeshi license plates that are written in Bengali language.
Most of the other languages although have disjoin characters in a word, the characters in a Bengali word are
often joined at the top by a horizontal line called Matra. Moreover, some Bengali characters are comprised of
two or more separate regions. There might be some disjoint parts in a character either at the top or at the
bottom. These special characteristics of Bengali characters make it very difficult to segment. Unlike the other
countries, a lot of variations can also be seen among the license plate patterns in Bangladesh. This is shown in
Figure 1 (right). In Bangladesh, government provides only the registration number to a vehicle and the vehicle
owner individually makes the license plates without following a standard template. As a result, the pattern of
license plate varies from one owner to another owner, which makes it increasingly difficult to locate license plate
regions in an input image. In addition, a large number of Bangladeshi license plates have two rows. The first
row contains the registration area and its type and the second row contains the registration number. There
might be an extra row at the top or at the bottom of the license plate containing some extra information. This
extra information also makes it more challenging to extract the registration information from the license plates.

It is obvious that a robust and effective ALPR system is required for Bangladeshi license plates. According
to our study, no effective ALPR system has been developed yet for Bangladeshi license plates. In this paper,
we present an ALPR system for Bangladeshi license plates. Our system has three stages like all other ALPR
systems. In the first stage, we locate the position of the vehicle in the input image by using the property of
symmetry. We locate the license plate in this vehicle region by using our newly developed algorithm named
Region of Interest Detection (ROID). In the second stage, we extract the registration information from the
license plate. After separating the rows, we segment the characters and digits by using our newly developed
algorithm named Segmentation with Adaptive Threshold (SAT). Finally, we recognize the individual characters
and digits by using Artificial Neural Network (ANN). We use separate neural networks for the characters and
digits. Horizontal and the vertical projections of the binary image of size 32 × 32 of characters and digits are
used as the feature set to recognize them. We take 250 images of vehicle containing the license plate written in
Bengali from the road. We tested our algorithms using these images. Experimental results prove the superiority
of our proposed scheme over all other existing algorithms on the detection and recognition of Bangladeshi license
plates. We also test our algorithms for the license plates written in English. Experimental results prove that
our algorithms are equally effective to detect, segment, and recognize license plate written in English.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: A literature review in the field of license plate detection and
recognition system is presented in Section 2. Our proposed solution for Bengali license plate detection and
recognition system is illustrated in Section 3. The experimental results are described in Section 4 and finally
the paper is concluded in Section 5.
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2 Literature Review

In [3], Anagnostopoulos et al. presented a license plate recognition system for the license plate written in
English. For the license plate detection stage they have developed an algorithm namely Sliding Concentric
Windows (SCW), which uses the abrupt changes in the local characteristics of the image to determine the
presence of a license plate in it. However, SCW may falsely identify many license plate regions in an image
having a complex background with many abrupt changes. They have used column standard deviation and row
standard deviation to segment characters, which works effectively only on disjoint English characters. This
method fails to segment Bengali characters, which are joint at the top by a horizontal line.

An automatic vehicle license plate recognition algorithm for Vietnamese license plate written in English is
presented in [4]. In the license plate detection stage, they use the combination of Hough transform and contour
algorithm to locate some candidate license plate regions. They select the correct region by employing empirical
size and shape and horizontal cross cut. They use two horizontal cuts across the candidate regions and then
count the number of objects that are cut by these crosscuts. A candidate is considered as a license plate if
the number of cut objects is in the approximate range of the number of characters in a license plate. Like
Bangladeshi license plates, Vietnamese license plates sometime have two rows. They separate these two rows
by using horizontal projection. We also use horizontal projection to separate rows in Bangladeshi license plate.
They use a simple vertical projection to segment the characters. Although their simple vertical projection
effectively segments characters in Vietnamese license plates it fails with the Bengali characters in Bangladeshi
license plates due to the presence of the Matra at the top of the most of the Bengali words in Bangladeshi
license plates.

Automatic license plate detection and recognition system for Bangladeshi vehicle is presented in [5]. They also
uses detection, segmentation, and recognition stages in their system. Their input image samples were specially
snapped by maintaining a certain distance and angle between the camera and the vehicle. In the detection stage,
they crop the license plate region from the input image using some empirically measured criteria. In the cropped
license plate image, they perform a pixel-by-pixel search to locate registration information. In the segmentation
stage, they use connected component analysis to locate disjoint regions in the cropped license plate image. They
select a region as a digit from these disjoint regions if the area of this region falls into an empirically estimated
range of area. In the recognition stage, they recognize the digits using neural network. However, their methods
have some shortcomings which are summarized as follows. At first, They completely ignored the first row of the
license plate, which contains information on registration area and type and that information cannot be ignored.
Secondly, the position of the vehicle in the input image was used to locate the license plate. This method works
well only for their set of input samples but it fails for arbitrary set of input images. Additionally, their brute
force approach to search the registration information is time consuming. In the second stage, they segmented
disjoint digits by connected component analysis which is not capable of segmenting joint Bengali characters.

3 Proposed Scheme

Like most of the ALPR systems, we propose to use three stages, such as (i) detection, (ii) segmentation, and
(iii) recognition in our ALPR system.

3.1 Detection of license plate region

We use the images of vehicles snapped by a digital camera mounted on the road. Our algorithm does not need
the color information of an image and it is easier to process a grey scale image than a color image. For these
reasons, we convert color image into grey scale image. We produce an edge image from a grey scale image using
Canny edge detection algorithm [37]. The Canny edge detection algorithm is a multi-stage algorithm to detect
a wide range of edges in the images. It is known as the optimal edge detector with very low error rate. Other
than Canny edge detector, we also use Horizontal and Vertical edge images. These edge images are processed
further to locate the license plate regions.

The license plate region, which is our Region of Interest (ROI), could be any where in an image. We find the
ROI in two steps. At the first step, we find the possible location of the vehicle. In the second step, the ROI
is searched in the middle of the vehicle region along its vertical axis. The reason behind this action is that the
probability of finding the license plate in the middle of a vehicle is very high. This two step search can locate
the ROI efficiently in an image even in the presence of complex background and noise, which is very common
in Bangladeshi road. Noises may exist in an image for several reasons. First, the boundary between the license
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plate and the vehicle body may not be distinctively sharp because of the distance between the camera and the
vehicle. Secondly, the license plates may be blur or may contain scratches in some old vehicles.

We use property of symmetry for locating the vehicle in an image. Property of symmetry was first used in
[38] for the detection of on-road vehicles. Symmetry is a common characteristic in the nature and most of the
vehicles that we see on the road posses this characteristic. If we see a vehicle from the front or from the rear, it
will be symmetrical along a vertical axis. If an image contains more than one vehicle, then it will have multiple
vertical axises of symmetry.

Most of the time, this vertical axis of symmetry intersects the license plate or the ROI. We observed that the
aspect ratio of a rectangular region containing the license plate varies from 1 to 2. For this reason, we locate
a rectangular region along the vertical axis having an aspect ratio between 1 and 2. This rectangular region is
our ROI. We search ROI along the vertical axis in a binary image using Algorithm 1 which we named as ROID
algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm ROID

input: Edge image (im), Vertical axis of symmetry
h,w ← Height and the width of the image.
vaxis← Position of vertical axis of symmetry
mv ← Right; Moving direction
for r ← h to 1 do
if im(r,cc) is a PCP then

Set cr ← r, Set cc← vaxis
while true do
Wind← Square window of size IW Centered at (cc, cr)
if mv ← Right then
if Wind contains any white pixel then

increment cc by IW
else

Locate a transition point tp along the row cr, Set cc← tp, mv ← Up, Save tp
end if

else if mv ← Up then
if Wind contains any white pixel then

decrement cr by IW
else

Locate a transition point tp along the column cc, Set cr ← tp, Set mv ← Down, Save tp
end if

else if mv ← Left then
if Wind contains any white pixel then

decrement cc by IW
else

Locate a transition point tp along the row cr, Set cc← tp, mv ← Left, Save tp
end if

else if mv ← Down then
if Wind contains any white pixel then

increment cr by IW
else

Compute aspect ratio and size of the found ROI from tp’s
if aspect ratio and size are belong to an valid range then

ROI found, exit loops.
end if

end if
end if

end while
end if

end for

We start from the bottom of the vertical axis of symmetry. We search a white pixel along the vertical
axis. This white pixel in the vertical axis could be a crossing point with the bottom edge of a ROI, which we
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Figure 2: Sample outputs of the license plate detection stage (a) Input image containing vehicle, (b) Edge image
with overlaying vertical axis of symmetry, and (c) Detected ROI

named Probable Crossing Point (PCP). If the input image is not tilted, shape of the ROI will be rectangular.
Therefore, we look for a rectangular shaped box along this PCP. We scan a square window of dimension IW
pixels around the PCP to find more white pixels. The magnitude of IW is very important to deal with the
problem of tilting image. If the chosen magnitude of IW is large, it will be able to find ROI in a seriously tilted
image. If more white pixels are found in the current window, we continue this search in the next window in the
right direction until a window is found without any white pixel. The last window with white pixel represents
probable bottom-right corner of a ROI. If the first window along the PCP does not contain additional white
pixel, we leave this PCP and search upwards along the vertical axis for a new PCP. If we successfully reach
to a probable bottom-right corner of a ROI, we perform a search in the vicinity of this point to determine the
beginning of a right edge of a ROI. We choose a position which has the maximum number of pixels above it.
If no such position is found, we halt the current search and start from the next available PCP. We perform the
above window search again to get the probable right-edge of a ROI. Similarly, we search for the top edge and
the left edge of a ROI. If we fail to get any one edge, we start the search from the next available PCP. Finally,
we calculate the aspect ratio and the size of the detected ROI. If the aspect ratio and the size are within their
respective valid range, we accept the ROI as a valid ROI. Otherwise, we start new search from the next PCP
along the vertical axis of symmetry. We continue this process until we get a valid ROI or we reach at the end
of the vertical axis of symmetry.

Above license plate detection process is illustrated in Figure 2. Original input images are shown in Figure
2(a) containing only one vehicle with visible license plate. Images after applying the edge detection algorithm
is shown in Figure 2(b). After using the symmetry detection algorithm, we get the vertical axis of symmetry
which is shown as an overlaid vertical line in Figure 2(b). Figure 2(c) shows the ROI found by the ROID
algorithm.

3.2 Segmentation of characters

As mentioned before, Bengali characters in Bangladeshi license plates are very difficult to segment because of
their various complexities. To deal with these complexities, we develop a new algorithm to segment Bengali
characters and digits efficiently. We divide the segmentation process into two steps. In the first step, we separate
the rows containing license information. We segment the characters and digits in the second step.

3.2.1 Separating the rows

In this step, we use the cropped image of a license plate from an input image. We use the binary image
containing vehicle registration information. The binary image might contain some noises. These noises are
run-away pixels that should be removed to make segmentation process flawless. In order to remove the noise,
we find the connected regions in the binary image. We measure the area of the connected regions and delete all
the smaller regions having the area less than a threshold.

After removing the noise from the binary image, we separate and crop the rows. We use Equation 1 to evaluate
the horizontal projection fh(t) of the binary image. Resultant horizontal projection fh(t) is not smooth and
may contain unwanted local minima and maxima. We filter this function to get rid of these unwanted local
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Figure 3: Sample outputs of the license plate segmentation step (a) Binary image of a simple license plate, (b)
Horizontal projection of the pixels, and (c) Filtered projection

minima and maxima using a moving average filter depicted in Equation 2. Where W is the window size of the
moving average filter. This filtering operation produces fh1(t) from fh(t). fh1(t) contains some convex arches.
Each arch represents a row of the license plate. We get the arches from fh1(t) by enumerating the local maxima.
If these arches are joint with each other, we separate them by shifting the x-axis upward by a parameter yh. We
calculate the value of yh by using Equation 3. We select two largest arches based on the area covered by them.
These two largest arches represent two rows in Bengali license plates that contain registration information.

Above rows Extraction process of the license plate is shown in Figures 3. License plate in Figure 3(a) (top)
is very simple containing only two rows. Resultant horizontal projection fh(t) is shown in Figure 3(b) (top).
Figure 3(c) (top) shows the filtered horizontal projection fh1(t), which contains two arches corresponding to
two rows. Calculated threshold is shown as the overlaid horizontal line in Figure 3(c) (top). The license plate
shown in Figure 3(a) (bottom) is more complex than that of Figure 3(a) (top). It contains more than two rows.
Resultant horizontal projection fh(t) is again shown in Figure 3(b) (bottom). Figure 3(c) (bottom) shows
the filtered horizontal projection fh1(t), which contains five arches that correspond to five rows. Calculated
threshold is again shown as the overlaid horizontal line in Figure 3(c) (bottom). We consider two largest arches
based on the area covered by them. These two arches correspond to two rows having the registration information
in the license plate.

fh(t) =

col∑
j=1

LP (i, j) (1)

fh1(t) =


fh(t), if t ≤W

1
W

W∑
k=1

fh(t− k), Otherwise
(2)

yh = Average(LocalMinima(fh1(t)) (3)

3.2.2 Segmenting the characters and digits

Among two rows, segmenting the characters of the first row is the most tricky part because they are joint by
Matra at the top. We develop a new algorithm named Segmentation with Adaptive Threshold (SAT) to segment
Bengali characters in the first row of the license plate. In this algorithm we use an adaptive threshold. It adapts
itself based on the input image and its performance in segmenting the characters. Value of this threshold is
very critical. A low threshold will put two or more characters in one segment and a higher threshold will divide
a character into multiple segments.

We set the initial value (Tint) of the threshold to the half of an approximate width of Matra. At first, we
evaluate the horizontal projection fp(t) of the first row, that contains Bengali characters and filter it to get the
function fp1(t). fp(t) and fp1(t) are similar to fh(t) and fh1(t) of Equation 1 and 2 respectively. Since the
number of pixels in the region of Matra is higher than that of its neighbourhood, a portion of the function fp1(t)
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Figure 4: Threshold initialization step (a) Separated row containing digits, (b) Separated row containing char-
acters, and (c) Calculating initial threshold.

corresponding to this region will be much steeper than its neighbourhood. We set Tint to the half of the extent
of this steeper portion. We compute the extent of this steeper portion. We evaluate the derivative f1

p1(t) of the
function fp1(t) using Equation 4. We list all the maxima and minima of fp1(t). We search for a sequence of
numbers between a consecutive maximum and minimum in f1

p1(t). We select a sequence where the numbers are
positive and one of the number is the maximum of f1

p1(t). Finally, we set the value of Tint to the length of this
sequence. Figure 4(a) and 4(b) show the first and second row of the license plate respectively. The extent of
the steeper portion and Tint are shown by two overlaid vertical lines in Figure 4(c).

f1
p1(t) =

1

3

3∑
x=1

|fp1(t− x)− fp1(t + x)| (4)

After setting the value of Tint, we proceed to segment the characters. We evaluate the vertical projection
fv(t) of the cropped binary image containing the first row using Equation 5 . This vertical projection fv(t) is
not smooth either and may contain many unwanted local maxima and minima. We get rid of these unwanted
local maxima and minima by filtering fv(t). We use a moving average filter as shown in Equation 6. This
filtering operation produces a new smooth function fv1(t).

fv1(t) contains many convex arches equal to the number of characters present in the first row of the license
plate. If these convex arches are joint with each other, we separate them by moving the x-axis upward to
an amount equal to Tint. As a result some characters will be segmented and some might not be segmented
depending on the value of Tint. We determine whether the segmentation is complete or not by counting the
number of edges in a segmented part. Most of the Bengali characters have less than or equal to four edges if
we project them horizontally across their middle. If a segmented part contains less than or equal to four edges
then the segmentation can be assumed complete. On the other hand, if a segmented part contains more than
four edges, segmentation cannot be assumed complete. In this case, we increase the value of Tint and repeat
the process until the segmentation is complete.

In order to segment digits, we evaluate the vertical projection fd(t) of the cropped binary image containing
digits and filter it to get the function fd1(t). fd(t) and fd1(t) are similar to fv(t) and fv1(t) of Equation 5 and
6 respectively. fd1(t) contains many convex arches equal to the number of digits present in the second row of the
license plate. Since the digits in the license plate are not joined, these arches are separated by the x-axis. In a
non ideal case, where the license plate is subject to various noises, we separate the arches by moving the x-axis
upward to an amount equal to Td. Magnitude of Td depends on the size of the cropped license plate image.

Steps of the algorithm SAT are illustrated graphically in Figure 5. After applying Tint to the function fv1(t),
we get four separated parts of the function as shown in Figure 5(a). Resultant four segments of the characters
and an overlaid horizontal line are shown in Figure 5(b). The numbers of edges in the segments are four, eight,
twelve, and four respectively. We ignore the holes inside the characters while counting edges. The first and the
fourth segments both have exactly four edges. The segmentations of these two characters can be considered
complete. Since the second and the third segments have more than four edges, we need to segment them further.
To complete these segmentations we increase the value of Tint as shown in Figure 5(c). After applying this new
threshold we get seven new segments from previous two segments as shown in Figure 5(d). Among these seven
segments five are complete because their edge count is less than or equal to four. We repeat this process until
the last segment contains only one character.

fv(t) =

row∑
i=1

LP (i, j) (5)
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Figure 5: Segmenting characters

Figure 6: Segmenting digits (a) Binary image containing digits, (b) Vertical projection of the pixel, and (c)
Filtered horizontal projection.

Figure 7: Some training samples for the character (left) and digit (right) classifier

fv1(t) =


fv(t), if t ≤W

1
W

W∑
k=1

fv(t− k), Otherwise
(6)

Segmentation of digits is shown in Figure 6(a). This is relatively easy task because unlike the characters
digits are not joint by Matra. We take the vertical projection as shown in Figure 6(b). The resultant arches are
separated using a constant threshold. Figure 6(c) illustrates the segmented arches corresponding to the digits.

3.3 Character Classification

In this section, we describe how the extracted characters and digits of the license plate are classified individually.
We use Artificial Neural Network (ANN) for classifying characters and digits. From several types of ANN, we
use a feed forward back-propagation network, since it is robust and easy to use. Once they are trained, they
can be used efficiently in real time [42]. The classification process includes resizing the image of individual
characters and digits, feature extraction, normalizing features, network architecture design, training the network,
and testing the network with unknown data. These steps are illustrated in the rest of this sub section.
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(a) Neural network for digit classification. (b) Neural network for character classi-
fication.

Figure 8: Neural networks

3.3.1 Feature extraction

Image of the extracted characters and digits may have different sizes. We scale up or down the character and the
digit images into 32×32 image before using them as the input to ANN. Bicubic interpolation is used to minimize
the noise during resizing the images. We extract a feature set in order to train the ANN. At first, we take the
vertical projection of the image. This produces a vector of size 32, where each element has a value between
0 to 32. This vector is normalized by dividing each element by 32. As a result, the values of the elements in
the vector become 0 to 1. Similarly, we get another vector of size 32 by taking the horizontal projection of the
image. We merge these two vectors of size 32 and get a single vector of size 64. This vector is used as the input
to the ANN. Some training samples of the character and digit classifications are shown in Figure 7 (left) and
7 (right) respectively.

3.3.2 Network design

We use two separate ANN to classify the characters in the first row and the digits in the second row of the
license plate. Since the size of the input vector is 64, both of the neural networks must have input layer of size
64. Neural network designed for the digit classification must have 10 neurons in the output layer since we have
ten different digits to recognize. The neural network for character classification must have 25 neurons in the
output layer. Though Bengali Alphabet has 50 different characters, not all of them are used in the license plate.
We observe that 25 different characters are used extensively. That’s why 25 output neurons are sufficient. We
use hard-limit linear transfer function in the output neurons.

To devise a neural network suitable for recognizing Bengali digits of the license plate, we train neural network
with different network architectures by varying the number of hidden layers, the number of neurons in the hidden
layers, the transfer functions, and the training functions. Next, we simulate the network using test data and
record the success rate in recognition. After some extensive experimentation, we observe that a three layer
network with 32 and 16 neurons in the first and second hidden layers respectively can recognize the Bengali
digits successfully. From our experiment, we observe that the performance of log-sigmoid transfer function
is much better than that of tan-sigmoid transfer function over unknown test data. We also observe that the
training convergence rate of Levenberg-Marquardt back-propagation (LM) [39] training function is higher than
that of Gradient Descent with Adaptive back-propagation (GDA) [42], One Step Secant back-propagation
(OSS) [41], and Scaled Conjugate Gradient back-propagation (SCG) [40] training functions. However, the
performance of OSS back-propagation algorithm over unknown test data is much higher than the others. We
use the OSS back-propagation algorithm as the training function in order to make our system robust. Figure
8(a) shows the neural network for the digit classification. Similarly, we design a neural network to recognize
Bengali characters as shown in Figure 8(b). This neural network has only one hidden layer with 48 neurons.
Like the first neural network, we use log-sigmoid function as the transfer function and One Step Secant (OSS)
back-propagation algorithm as the training function.

Since some Bengali characters are very similar to each other and have less distinguishing features, we use two
different neural networks to recognize the characters and the digits to improve the success rate in recognition.
As we discussed earlier, Bangladeshi license plates have two rows. In most of the cases, First row contains only
the characters indicating the registration area and its type. Registration area is comprised of multiple characters
and registration type is a single character. Second row contains six digits registration number. In this case,
first and second rows are recognized by the character and digit classifiers respectively. However, in some cases,
there is only one row containing all the registration information or second row contains both the registration
type and number. In both of these cases, last six segmented symbols are digits. These symbols are recognized
by the digit classifier and other symbols are recognized by the character classifier.
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Figure 9: License plate detection: (a) Original input images, (b) Edge images, and (c) After the application of
symmetry detection algorithm and ROID

4 Experimental Results

A number of experiments have been conducted to verify our proposed algorithms. The results obtained from
our algorithms are compared with that of the existing algorithms for the Bengali license plate. Algorithms are
implemented using MATLAB 7.1 and applied on 250 grey scale images snapped under different illumination
conditions, such as night, sunny, and cloudy. Some of the images also contain multiple vehicles. Sample examples
of license plate detection stages are shown in Figure 9. Original input images, edge images, and the ROIs are
shown in Figures 9(a), 9(b), and 9(c) respectively. Experimental results of the vehicle and the license plate
detection stages are shown in Table 1. In the presence of complex background and highly variable license plate
patterns in the input images, the average detection rate of our algorithm is 92.8%. The successful license plate
detection rates of the algorithms [3], [4], and [5] are 73.5%, 85%, and 0% respectively. It proves that the
performance of our algorithm is better than that of the other algorithms in detecting Bangladeshi license plate.
The algorithm presented in [3] is based on local abrupt changes and a threshold that needs to be set by trial
and error, the algorithm presented in [4] depends on the distance between the camera and the vehicle, and the
algorithm presented in [5] depends on the position of the license plate in the input image. Specific dependencies
made the algorithms fail to locate Bangladeshi license plate in a image, where the required dependencies are
not present strongly.

The experimental results of row separation algorithm are shown in Table 2. The success rate of our algorithm
is (98.4%). Out of the 250 license plates, it correctly separates the rows of 246. It fails to separate only 4 license
plates due to the presence of noise in the input images. Algorithms presented in [3] and [5] do not include any
method to separate the rows in the license plate. Success rate of algorithm [4] in separating the rows containing
registration information is 93.75% only. Our row separation algorithm performs better than that of [4] because
we use an adaptive threshold, which is more capable of separating rows in the presence of noises.

Figure 10 shows the segmentation performance of our SAT algorithm, manual segmentation, and the segmen-
tation with constant threshold [4] over a license plate image. Figure 10(a) shows the first row of a license plate
containing characters. Figure 10(b) shows the manual segmentation. Figure 10(c) shows the segmentation with
constant threshold [4], where some segments contain multiple characters and some characters are divided into
two segments. Figure 10(d) shows the segmentation performance of our SAT algorithm, which is very close to
the performance of manual segmentation. Overall performance of our SAT algorithm is shown in Table 3. Its
success rate in segmenting the characters and the digits in the license plates are 96.0% and 98.8% respectively.
Algorithms presented in [3], [4], and [5] cannot be applied to segment Bengali characters in the license plate
due to the presence of Matra. We implement these algorithms to segment the digits in the Bangladeshi license
plates. Success rates in digit segmentation of these algorithms are 97.5%, 95%, and 97.5% respectively. Our
algorithm performs better than these algorithms since we deal with the noise presented in the image during
digit segmentation by setting an appropriate threshold.

Table 4 shows the experimental results of character and digit recognition stage. It shows that the correct
recognition rates of our digit and character classifiers are 97.5% and 88.7% respectively. Correct recognition rate
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Figure 10: Character segmentation: (a) Original license plate, (b) Manual segmentation, (c) Segmentation with
constant threshold [4], and (d) Segmentation with adaptive threshold (Algorithm SAT)

of the characters are little lower than that of the digits because the Bengali characters are joint to each other by
Matra and the space between two adjacent characters is less compared to that of between two adjacent digits.
The success rates in Bengali digit recognition of the classifiers in [3], [4], and [5] are 96.7%, 97.5%, and 96.7%
respectively. The success rates in Bengali character recognition of these algorithms are 77.5%, 85%, and 70%
respectively. Performances of these classifiers in recognizing Bengali characters are not as good as our neural
network. Anagnostopoulos et al. [3] and Mashuk et al. [5] used input character images of size 12× 9 pixels and
16× 8 pixels respectively. These sizes are too small to capture the distinguishing features of Bengali characters.
On the other hand, Duan et al. [4] use character images of size 50 × 50 pixels and the overlapping windows
of size 9 × 9 pixels, and scan these windows in the image from left to right as well as from top to bottom,
which helps them to achieve little better performance than that of the classifiers in [3] and [5]. However, the
performance of the classifier in [4] is still worse than that of our classifier.

Algorithms Conditions No. of
images

Symmetry
detection

Symmetry
detection
rate (%)

license
plate
detec-
tion

Success
rate
(%)

ROID

Sunny 145 130 89.6 136 93.8
Cloudy 65 54 83.0 59 90.8
Night 40 34 85.0 37 92.5
Total 250 218 87.2 232 92.8

SCW [3] Total 80 - - 59 73.75
Duan et al. [4] Total 80 - - 68 85
Mashuk et al.
[5]

Total 80 - - 0 0

Table 1: Experimental results in license plate detection stage

Algorithm No. of LP Correct separation of
rows

Success rate(%)

SAT 250 246 98.4
SCW [3] 80 - -
Duan et al. [4] 80 75 93.75
Mashuk et al. [5] 80 - -

Table 2: Experimental results in row segmentation stage

We evaluate our algorithms in terms of global usability by using the vehicle image samples from the database
given at http://www.medialab.ntua.gr/research/LPRdatabase.html [1]. This database has many categories of
images. We use small-sample-vehicle image category, which has sixty nine samples of car images. These samples
include various types of images, taken under different illumination conditions.

Two sample experiments for the license plate written in English are presented in Figure 11 and 12 for the
license plate detection and segmentation stages respectively. In Figure 11(a), the original input images are
presented. After the application of edge detection algorithm we get the edge images which are illustrated in
Figure 11(b). Our ROID algorithm takes this edge image as the input and detects the ROI as illustrated in
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Algorithm No. of LP Correctly
segmented
digits

Success
rate (%)

Correctly seg-
mented char-
acters

Success
rate(%)

SAT 250 247 98.8 240 96.0
SCW [3] 80 78 97.5 0 0
Duan et al. [4] 80 76 95 0 0
Mashuk et al. [5] 80 78 97.5 0 0

Table 3: Experimental results in character and digit segmentation stage

Methods Neural network No. of in-
stances

Correctly
classified

Success
rate(%)

Proposed method
Digit classification 650 634 97.5
Character classification 570 506 88.7

Anagnostopoulos et al. [3]
Digit classification 120 116 96.7
Character classification 120 93 77.5

Duan et al. [4]
Digit classification 120 117 97.5
Character classification 120 102 85

Mashuk et al. [5]
Digit classification 120 116 96.7
Character classification 120 84 70

Table 4: Experimental results in digit and character classification stage using neural network

Figure 11(c). English license plate segmentation stage is presented in Figure 12. Original license plates are
presented in Figure 12(a). At first we convert this image to binary image. Since the background of English
license plates are white unlike the Bangladeshi license plates which are black, we invert the converted binary
image. This image is illustrated in Figure 12(b). Figure 12(c) shows the vertical projection of this binary
image. We apply our SAT algorithm to segment characters and digits. Segmented characters and digits are
illustrated in Figure 12(d).

The results of this experiment are presented in Table 5. The success rate of our, SCW [3], Duan et al. [4],
and Mashuk et al. [5] schemes in detecting the license plates are 92.7%, 89.7%, 85.3%, and 0% respectively.
The algorithm presented in [3] is based on local abrupt changes and a threshold need to be set in trial and
error basis. In an image with complex background, many regions may show high magnitude of local abrupt
changes other than the license plate region and setting an threshold appropriate for all the input images is
impossible. The algorithm presented in [4] counts the number of characters to validate a candidate region as
the license plate, which in not independent of the distance from the camera. The algorithm presented in [5]
uses the empirical measurements of the position of the vehicle to locate the license plate. These constraints
make these algorithms fail to locate the license plate in some cases, whereas our algorithm is capable of locating
the license plate without being limited of these constrains. The success rate of our, SCW [3], Duan et al.
[4], and Mashuk et al. [5] schemes in segmenting characters and digits are 100%, 94%, 95.4%, and 75.3%
respectively. Our license plate segmentation algorithm performs better than these algorithms because it uses an
adaptive threshold, which is capable of segmenting license plate in the presence of noise. The success rate our
classifier and the classifiers presented in SCW [3], Duan et al. [4], and Mashuk et al. [5] in recognizing the
characters and digits are 89%, 88.5%, 86.5%, and 82.5% respectively. Our classifier performs slightly better than
these classifiers because we evaluate the horizontal and the vertical projections of 32× 32 image as the feature,
which is more capable of capturing distinguishing features of characters of the license plates. The classifiers
presented in Anagnostopoulos et al. [3] and Mashuk et al. [5] used input character images of size 12× 9 pixels
and 16× 8 pixels respectively. These sizes are too small to capture the distinguishing features. As a result their
performance is poor compared to ours. Duan et al. [4] uses character images of size 50× 50 pixels and capture
the features using a window of size 9× 9, whose performance is also poor than that of our classifier.
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Stages Methods No. of
images

Correctly
done

Success
rate(%)

Detection stage

Proposed scheme 69 64 92.7
Anagnostopoulos et al. [3] 69 66 89.7
Duan et al. [4] 69 65 85.3
Mashuk et al. [5] 69 0 0

Segmentation stage

Proposed scheme 64 64 100
Anagnostopoulos et al. [3] 66 62 94
Duan et al. [4] 65 62 95.4
Mashuk et al. [5] 69 52 75.3

Recognition stage

Proposed scheme 200 178 89
Anagnostopoulos et al. [3] 200 177 88.5
Duan et al. [4] 200 172 86.5
Mashuk et al. [5] 200 165 82.5

Table 5: Experimental results for the license plate written in English

Figure 11: License plate detection: (a) Original input images, (b) Edge images, and (c) After the application
of Algorithm ROID

Figure 12: License plate segmentation: (a) Original license plate, (b) Inverted binary images, (c) Vertical
projections, and (d) Segmented characters and digits

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a set of algorithms for the recognition of license plate number written in Bengali
using three conventional stages of ALPR systems. In each stage, we developed new techniques and algorithms
suitable for recognizing Bengali license plates. At first, we detected the vehicle in the image by using the
property of symmetry. We searched the license plate along this symmetry axis. Secondly, We separated the
rows containing information in the license plate. We segmented the Bengali characters and digits by employing
our newly developed algorithm named SAT. Finally, we recognized the extracted characters and digits by using
Artificial Neural Network (ANN). We used two different neural networks to recognize the characters and the
digits separately. We took 250 images containing vehicle under different conditions such as night, sunny day, and
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cloudy day. We tested our algorithm for these inputs and achieve over 95% success rate. We also compared the
experimental results against existing ALPR systems. We found that our proposed scheme outperforms existing
algorithms in the recognition of Bangladeshi license plate.

License plate detection stage of our proposed ALPR system is based on the detection of rectangular boundary
of the license plate. However, a license plate may not have a distinguishable boundary if the color of both the
vehicle and the background of license plate are same. In this case, our proposed license plate detection algorithm
will not be able to locate the license plate correctly. In addition, Bengali language has two overlapping vowels.
They are seldom used in the Bangladeshi license plates. Our proposed segmentation algorithm SAT is not capable
of segmenting these overlapping vowels. In future work, we intend to improve our license plate detection and
recognition algorithms to solve these problems.
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